A statistical modeling framework to 1 assess cross-frequency coupling 2 while accounting for confounding 3 effects 4 Abstract 11 Cross frequency coupling (CFC) is emerging as a fundamental feature of brain activity, correlated 12 with brain function and dysfunction. Many different types of CFC have been identified through 13 application of numerous data analysis methods, each developed to characterize a specific CFC type. 14 Choosing an inappropriate method weakens statistical power and introduces opportunities for 15 confounding effects. To address this, we propose a statistical modeling framework to estimate high 16 frequency amplitude as a function of both the low frequency amplitude and low frequency phase; 17 the result is a measure of phase-amplitude coupling that accounts for changes in the low frequency 18 amplitude. We show in simulations that the proposed method successfully detects CFC between the 19 low frequency phase or amplitude and the high frequency amplitude, and outperforms an existing 20 method in biologically-motivated examples. Applying the method to in vivo data, we illustrate how 21 CFC evolves during seizures and is affected by electrical stimuli. 22 33 to modulate and coordinate neural spiking [63, 26, 22] via local circuit mechanisms that provide 34 discrete windows of increased excitability. This interaction, in which fast activity is coupled to slower 35 rhythms, is a common type of cross-frequency coupling (CFC). This particular type of CFC has been 36 shown to carry behaviorally relevant information (e.g., related to position [28, 1], memory [53], 37 decision making and coordination [17, 46, 73, 25]). More generally, CFC has been observed in 38 many brain areas [6, 11, 16, 59, 21, 9], and linked to specific circuit and dynamical mechanisms 39 [26]. The degree of CFC in those areas has been linked to working memory, neuronal computation, 40 1 of 24 Manuscript submitted to eLife communication, learning and emotion [58, 30, 10, 18, 33, 39, 32, 31, 54], and clinical disorders 41 [24, 72, 66, 3, 19], including epilepsy [68]. Although the cellular mechanisms giving rise to some 42 neural rhythms are relatively well understood (e.g. gamma [71, 70, 40], and theta [58]), the neuronal 43 substrate of CFC itself remains obscure. 44 Analysis of CFC focuses on relationships between the amplitude, phase, and frequency of two 45 rhythms from different frequency bands. The notion of CFC, therefore, subsumes more specific 46 types of coupling, including: phase-phase coupling (PPC), phase-amplitude coupling (PAC), and 47 amplitude-amplitude coupling (AAC) [26]. PAC has been observed in rat striatum and hippocampus 48 [59] and human cortex [9], AAC has been observed between the alpha and gamma rhythms in 49 visual cortex [27, 29, 55], and between theta and gamma rhythms during spatial navigation [52], 50 and both PAC and AAC have been observed between alpha and gamma rhythms [44]. Many 51 quantitative measures exist to characterize different types of CFC, including: mean vector length or 52 modulation index [9, 57], phase-locking value [21, 36, 61], envelope-to-signal correlation [7], analysis 53 of amplitude spectra [12], coherence between amplitude and signal [15], coherence between the 54 time course of power and signal [44], and eigendecomposition of multichannel covariance matrices 55 [13]. Overall, these different measures have been developed from different principles and made 56 suitable for different purposes, as shown in comparative studies [57, 12, 45, 43]. 57 Despite the richness of this methodological toolbox, it has limitations. For example, because 58 each method focuses on one type of CFC, the choice of method restricts the type of CFC detectable 59 in data. Applying a method to detect PAC in data with both PAC and AAC may: (i) falsely report no 60 PAC in the data, or (ii) miss the presence of significant AAC in the same data. Changes in the low 61 frequency power can also affect measures of PAC; increases in low frequency power can increase 62 the signal to noise ratio of phase and amplitude variables, increasing the measure of PAC, even 63 when the phase-amplitude coupling remains constant [2, 60, 30]. Furthermore, many experimental 64 or clinical factors (e.g., stimulation parameters, age or sex of subject) can impact CFC in ways that 65 are difficult to characterize with existing methods [14]. These observations suggest that an accurate 66 measure of PAC would control for confounding variables, including the power of low frequency 67 oscillations. 68 To that end, we propose here a generalized linear model (GLM) framework to assess CFC between 69 the high-frequency amplitude and, simultaneously, the low frequency phase and amplitude. This 70 formal statistical inference framework builds upon previous work [35, 45, 65, 60] to address the 71 limitations of existing CFC measures. In what follows, we show that this framework successfully 72 detects CFC in simulated signals, including cases in which a method lacking the low frequency 73 amplitude predictor fails. We compare this method to the modulation index, and show that in 74 signals with CFC dependent on the low-frequency amplitude, the proposed method detects true CFC 75 that cannot be detected with the modulation index. We apply this framework to in vivo recordings 76 from human and rat cortex and show examples of how accounting for AAC reveals changes in 77 PAC over the course of seizure, and how to incorporate new covariates directly into the model 78 framework. 79 Methods 80 Estimation of the phase and amplitude envelope 81
Introduction
Brain rhythms -as recorded in the local field potential (LFP) or scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) - 24 are believed to play a critical role in coordinating brain networks. By modulating neural excitability, 25 these rhythmic fluctuations provide an effective means to control the timing of neuronal firing 26 [20, 8] . Oscillatory rhythms have been categorized into different frequency bands (e.g., theta [4-10 27 Hz], gamma [30-80 Hz]) and associated with many functions: the theta band with memory, plasticity, 28 and navigation [20] ; the gamma band with local coupling and competition [34, 5] . In addition, 29 gamma and high-gamma (80-200 Hz) activity have been identified as surrogate markers of neuronal 30 firing [48, 42, 23, 47, 69, 50] , observable in the EEG and LFP. 31 In general, lower frequency rhythms engage larger brain areas and modulate spatially localized 32 fast activity [6, 11, 64, 38, 37] . For example, the phase of low frequency rhythms has been shown the phase and amplitude of the low frequency signal ( low and low ) and the amplitude of the high 90 frequency signal ( high ).
91
Modeling framework to assess CFC 92 Generalized linear models (GLMs) provide a principled framework to assess CFC [45, 35, 60] . Here, 93 we present four models to analyze different types of CFC. 94 The PAC model 95 The PAC model relates high , the response variable, to a linear combination of low , the predictor variable, expressed in a spline basis:
(1)
where the conditional distribution of high given low is modeled as a Gamma random variable with 96 mean parameter and shape parameter , and are undetermined coefficients, which we refer 97 to collectively as PAC . We choose this distribution as it guarantees real, positive amplitude values. 98 The functions { 1 , ⋯ , } correspond to spline basis functions, with control points equally spaced 99 between 0 and 2 , used to approximate low . We use a tension parameter of 0.5, which controls 100 the smoothness of the splines. Here, we fix = 10, which is a reasonable choice for smooth PAC 101 with one or two broad peaks [35] . For a more detailed discussion and simulation examples of the 102 PAC model, see [35] . We note that the choices of distribution and link function differ from those in 103 [45, 60] , where the normal distribution and identity link are used instead. 104 The CFC model 105 The CFC model extends the PAC model in Equation 1 by including three additional predictors in the GLM: low , the low frequency amplitude; and interaction terms between the low frequency amplitude and the low frequency phase: low sin( low ), and low cos( low ). These new terms allow assessment of phase-amplitude coupling while accounting for linear amplitude-amplitude dependence and more complicated phase-dependent relationships on the low frequency amplitude without introducing many more parameters. Compared to the original PAC model in Equation 1, including these new terms increases the number of variables to + 3, and the length of the coefficient vector CFC to + 3. These changes result in the following model:
log = ∑ =1 ( low ) + +1 low + +2 low sin( low ) + +3 low cos( low ).
Here, the conditional distribution of high given low and low is modeled as a Gamma random 106 variable with mean parameter and shape parameter , and are undetermined coefficients. 107 The AAC model 108 The AAC model relates the high frequency amplitude to the low frequency amplitude:
where the conditional distribution of high given low is modeled as a Gamma random variable 109 with mean parameter and shape parameter . The predictor consists of a single variable and a 110 constant, and the length of the coefficient vector AAC is 2. 111 The null model 112 The null model consists of a single, constant predictor variable. This model has a single parameter ( null ) to estimate:
Similarly, we compute the R AAC statistic, which characterizes AAC, by first estimating the coefficient vector AAC from the AAC model. We then find the corresponding estimate for high frequency amplitude for 640 evenly spaced values between the 5 ℎ and 95 ℎ quantiles of low observed; we choose these quantiles to avoid extremely small or large values of low . This creates a mean response function which appears as a curve AAC in the two-dimensional ( low , high ) space. We extend this two-dimensional curve to a three-dimensional surface AAC in the ( low , low , high ) space which extends AAC along the low dimension ( Figure 1B) . We use this surface to compute R AAC as We define R CFC as the maximum fractional distance between the null surface and CFC surface. We compute the statistic R CFC as
i.e., the maximum absolute fractional difference between the null and CFC surfaces in the three-146 dimensional space ( low , low , high ); see Figure 1C .
147
Estimating 95% confidence intervals for R PAC , R AAC , and R CFC 148 We compute 95% confidence intervals for R PAC , R AAC , and R CFC via a parametric bootstrap method [35] . Given a vector of estimated coefficients x for = {PAC, AAC, or CFC}, we use its estimated covariance and estimated mean to generate 10,000 normally distributed coefficient sample vectors
x , ∈ {0, … , 10000}, = {PAC, AAC, or CFC}. For each x , we then compute the high frequency amplitude values from the PAC, AAC, or CFC model, x . Finally, we compute the R x statistic for each as
We note that in this procedure we use the value of null estimated from the data. We construct synthetic time series to examine the performance of the CFC model as follows. First, we simulate 20 s of pink noise data such that the power spectrum scales as 1∕ . We then filter these data into low (4-7 Hz) and high (100-140 Hz) frequency bands, as described in Methods: Estimation of the phase and amplitude envelope, creating signals low and high . Next, we couple the amplitude of the high frequency signal to the phase of the low frequency signal. To do so, we first locate the peaks of low and determine the times , = {1, 2, 3, … , }, of the relative extrema. We note that these times correspond to low = 0. We then create a smooth modulation signal M which consists of a 42 ms Hanning window of height 1 + PAC centered at each , and a value of 1 at all other times ( Figure 3A ). The intensity parameter PAC in the modulation signal corresponds to the strength of PAC. PAC = 0.0 corresponds to no PAC, while PAC = 1.0 results in a 100% increase in the high frequency amplitude at each , creating strong PAC. We create a new signal ′ high with the same phase as high , but with amplitude dependent on the phase of low by setting high = M ′ high = 0.01 * high * cos( high ) .
We create the final voltage trace as
where pink is a new instance of pink noise multiplied by a small constant = 0.01. In the signal 208 , brief increases of the high frequency activity occur at a specific phase (0 radians) of the low 209 frequency signal.
210

Synthetic Time Series with AAC
211
To generate synthetic time series with dependence on the low frequency amplitude, we follow the procedure in the preceding section to generate low , high , and low . We then induce amplitudeamplitude coupling between the low and high frequency components by creating a new signal * high such that *
where AAC is the intensity parameter corresponding to the strength of amplitude-amplitude coupling. We define the final voltage trace as
where pink is a new instance of pink noise multiplied by a small constant = 0.01 ( Figure 3B ). 
Code Availability
213
The code to perform this analysis is available for reuse and further development at 214 https://github.com/Eden-Kramer-Lab/GLM-CFC .
215
Results
216
We first examine the performance of the CFC measure through simulation examples, using analytic 217 p-values. In doing so, we show that the statistics R CFC , R PAC , and R AAC accurately detect different types 218 of cross-frequency coupling, increase with the intensity of coupling, and detect weak PAC coupled 219 to the low frequency amplitude. We show that the proposed method is less sensitive to changes 220 in low frequency power, and outperforms an existing PAC measure that lacks dependence on the 221 low frequency amplitude. We conclude with an example application to human microelectrode 222 array recordings during seizure, and propose that the R CFC measure identifies CFC not detected in a 223 standard PAC measure.
224
The absence of CFC produces no significant detections of coupling 225 We first consider simulated signals without CFC. To create these signals, we follow the procedure 226 in Methods: Synthetic Time Series with PAC with the modulation intensity set to zero ( PAC = 0). In The proposed method accurately detects PAC 238 We next consider signals that possess phase-amplitude coupling, but lack amplitude-amplitude 239 coupling. To do so, we simulate a 20 s signal with high modulated by low ( Figure 4D ); more 240 specifically, high increases when low is near 0 radians (see Methods, PAC = 1). We then estimate the 241 null, PAC, AAC, and CFC models from these data; we show example fits in Figure 4E . We find that 242 the PAC and CFC models deviate from the null model at the preferred phase low = 0. We note that, 243 because the data do not depend on the low frequency amplitude ( low ), the PAC and CFC models 244 have very similar shapes in the ( low , low , high ) space, and the AAC model is nearly flat. 245 Simulating 1000 instances of these 20 s signals with induced phase-amplitude coupling, we 246 find AAC < 0.05 for only 0.5% of the simulations, while PAC , CFC < 0.05 for 100% of the simulations, 247 indicating that the inclusion of the low parameter in our model seldom improves the fit. We find 248 that the significant values of R PAC and R CFC lie well above 0 ( Figure 4F ), and that as the intensity of 249 the simulated phase-amplitude coupling increases (see Methods), so do the statistics R PAC and R CFC 250 ( Figure 4G ), while the few values of spurious significant R AAC remain close to 0. We conclude that the 251 proposed method accurately detects the presence of phase-amplitude coupling in these simulated 252 data.
253
The proposed method accurately detects AAC 254 We next consider signals with amplitude-amplitude coupling, but without phase-amplitude coupling. 255 We simulate a 20 s signal such that high is modulated by low (see Methods, AAC = 1); when low 256 is large, so is high ( Figure 4H ). We then estimate the null, PAC, AAC, and CFC models (example fits 257 in Figure 4I ). We find that the AAC model deviates from the null model, increasing along the low 258 axis, and that the CFC model closely follows this trend, while the PAC model remains mostly flat, as 259 expected. 260 Simulating 1000 instances of these signals we find that AAC , CFC < 0.05 for 100% of simulations, 261 while PAC < 0.05 for 0% of simulations, indicating that inclusion of the low terms in the model 262 do not improve the model fit. The significant values of R CFC and R AAC are similar, lying above 0 263 ( Figure 4J ), and increases in the intensity of AAC produce increases in both R AAC and R CFC ( Figure 4K ). 264 We conclude that the proposed method accurately detects the presence of amplitude-amplitude 265 coupling.
266
The proposed method accurately detects the simultaneous occurrence of PAC and 267 AAC 268 We now consider signals that possess both phase-amplitude coupling and amplitude-amplitude 269 coupling. To do so, we simulate time series data with both AAC and PAC ( Figure 4L ). In this case, high 270 increases when low is near 0 radians and when low is large (see Methods, PAC = 1 and AAC = 1). 271 We then estimate the null, PAC, AAC, and CFC models from the data and visualize the results ( Figure   272 4M). We find that the PAC model deviates from the null model near low = 0, and that the AAC model 273 increases linearly with low . The CFC model exhibits both of these behaviors, increasing at low = 0 274 and as low increases. 275 Simulating 1000 instances of signals with both AAC and PAC present, we find that AAC , PAC , and 276 CFC are all less than 0.05 in 100% of simulations. The distributions of significant R PAC , R AAC , and 277 R CFC values lie above 0, consistent with the presence of both PAC and AAC ( Figure 4N ), and as the 278 intensity of PAC and AAC increases, so do the values of R PAC , R AAC , and R CFC ( Figure 4O ). We conclude 279 that the model successfully detects the concurrent presence of PAC and AAC.
280
The proposed method is less affected by fluctuations in low-frequency amplitude 281 Increases in low frequency power can increase measures of cross-frequency coupling, although the underlying CFC remains unchanged [2, 14] . Characterizing the impact of this confounding effect is important both to understand measure performance and to produce accurate interpretations of analyzed data. To examine this phenomenon, we perform the following simulation. First, we simulate a signal with fixed PAC (intensity PAC = 1, see Methods). Second, we filter into its low and high frequency components low and high , respectively. Then, we create a new signal as follows:
where is a value between 1.0 and 2.2, and is a pink noise term (see Methods). We note that . 285 We show in Figure 5 population results (1000 realizations of the simulated signal for each ) 286 for the z-scored R and MI values versus the scale factor ; to compute the z-score we use the mean 287 and standard deviation from the = 1 simulations. We observe that increases in the amplitude 288 of low produce increases in MI and R CFC . However, this increase is more dramatic for MI than for 289 R CFC . We conclude that the statistic R CFC determined from the CFC model -which includes the 290 low frequency amplitude as a predictor in the GLM -is more robust to increases in low frequency 291 power than a method that only includes the low frequency phase.
292
Sparse PAC is detected when coupled to the low frequency amplitude 293 While the modulation index has been successfully applied in many contexts [ First, we consider a signal with PAC, and corresponding modulation signal M with intensity 303 value PAC = 1.0 (see Methods, Figure 6A -B). We then modify this signal to reduce the number of PAC events in a way that depends on low . To do so, we preserve PAC at the peaks of low (i.e., when 305 low = 0), but now only when these peaks are large, more specifically in the top 5% of peak values. 306 We define a threshold value to be the 95 ℎ quantile of the peak low values, and modify the 307 modulation signal M as follows. When M exceeds 1 (i.e., when low = 0) and the low frequency 308 amplitude exceeds (i.e., low ≥ ), we make no change to M. Alternatively, when M exceeds 1 and 309 the low frequency amplitude lies below (i.e., low < ), we decrease M to 1 ( Figure 6C ). In this way, 310 we create a modified modulation signal M 1 such that in the resulting signal 1 , when low = 0 and 311 low is large enough, high is increased; and when low = 0 and low is not large enough, there is no 312 change to high . This signal 1 hence has some number ( ) of phase-amplitude coupling events, 313 which is much less than the number of times low = 0. We label this first scenario the dependent 314 case. 315 Second, we create a signal 2 with the same number of PAC events ( ) as 1 , but without 316 dependence on low . To do so, we create a new modulation signal M 2 such that M 2 has the same 317 number of peaks ( ) as M 1 , but these peaks are chosen to occur at low = 0 and random low 318 frequency amplitude values ( Figure 6D ). The resulting signal 2 then has the same number of CFC 319 events as 1 , but these events occur at times independent of low . We call this second scenario the 320 independent case. 321 We generate 1000 realizations of the simulated signals 1 and 2 , and from these signals compute 322 R CFC and MI. We find that in the independent case, i.e., when high is independent of low predictors -successfully detects these events much more frequently. We conclude that when the 329 PAC is dependent on low , R CFC more accurately detects these sparse coupling events due to the 330 inclusion of the low predictor in the model. Figure 7B ). In this way, we create a modified modulation signal M such that when low = 0 and low 345 is large enough, high is increased; and when low = 0 and low is small enough, high is decreased 346 ( Figure 7C ). 347 Using this method, we simulate 1000 realizations of this signal at each of 10 values of between 348 0 and 1, and calculate MI and R CFC for each signal ( Figure 7D ). We find that as the intensity increases, 349 the percentage of significant detections for R CFC (i.e. where CFC < 0.05) approaches 100%, while 350 the percentage of significant detections for MI, (i.e., where MI < 0.05) remains less than 20%. We 351 conclude that the CFC method more accurately detects the combined PAC and AAC in this simulation 352 compared to the modulation index.
353
An alternative method to assess significance produces consistent results 354 In the previous sections, we applied an analytic approach to assess the significance of model 355 predictors. This approach is computationally efficient, and performs well in the simulations above 356 in which the mismatch between the data and model is small. Here, we consider an alternative 357 approach of computing p-values -a bootstrap procedure -that is more expensive to compute but 358 requires fewer assumptions about the data. We apply this bootstrap procedure (see constant, the value of high here is more variable. Computing PAC , AAC , and CFC using the bootstrap 365 method, we find that CFC < 0.05 for 0.4% of simulations, PAC < 0.05 for 5.2% of simulations, and 366 AAC < 0.05 for 0.9% of simulations ( Figure 8A ). We detect no evidence of CFC, consistent with the 367 lack of CFC in these data. 368 Next, to simulate a signal with PAC but no AAC, we first follow the procedures in Methods to 369 create low , high , and the modulation signal M. Then, we multiply high by the modulation signal M 370 to create the voltage trace = low + M high + pink , where again pink is a new instance of pink 371 noise multiplied by a small constant = 0.01. We note that by modulating high directly by M, instead 372 of modulating high by M, we introduce additional variability in the high frequency amplitude that is 373 not dependent on the low frequency signal. We simulate 1000 instances of , each time measuring 374 PAC , AAC , and CFC using the bootstrap method, and find that CFC < 0.05 for 99.3% of simulations, 375 PAC < 0.05 for 100% of simulations, and AAC < 0.05 for 0.6% of simulations ( Figure 8B ). Consistent 376 with the constructed signal, we conclude there is PAC, but no AAC, in these simulated data. 377 We next simulate a signal with AAC, but not PAC. Following the procedures in Methods: Synthetic 378 Time Series with AAC, we simulate 1000 instances of , and in each instance measure PAC , AAC , 379 and CFC using the bootstrap method. We find that CFC < 0.05 for 86% of simulations, PAC < 0.05 380 for 3.9% of simulations, and AAC < 0.05 for 99.5% of simulations ( Figure 8C) Figure 8D ). We conclude that the 387 bootstrap p-values accurately detects the presence of both PAC and AAC in the simulated data.
388
Application to in vivo human seizure data 389 To evaluate the performance of the proposed method on in vivo data, we consider example 390 recordings from human cortex. Two patients (males ages 45, 32 years) with medically intractable 391 focal epilepsy underwent clinically indicated intracranial cortical recordings for epilepsy monitoring. 392 In addition to clinical electrode implantation, these patients were also implanted with a 10×10 (4 393 mm × 4 mm) NeuroPort microelectrode array (MEA; Blackrock Microsystems, Utah) in a neocortical 394 area expected to be resected with high probability, in either the middle or superior temporal 395 gyrus. The MEA consist of 96 recording platinum-tipped silicon probes, with a length of either 396 1-mm or 1.5-mm, corresponding to neocortical layer III as confirmed by histology after resection. 397 The reference electrode was either subdural or epidural, chosen dynamically based on recording To further investigate these results, we select a 20 s segment with significant and large R PAC , 411 R AAC , and R CFC values to examine ( Figure 9B ). Visual inspection reveals the occurrence of large 412 amplitude, low frequency oscillations and small amplitude, high frequency oscillations. To examine 413 the detected coupling in even more detail, we isolate a 2 s segment ( Figure 9C) , and display the signal 414 , the high frequency signal high , the low frequency phase low , and the low frequency amplitude 415 low . We observe that when low is near (gray bars in Figure 9C ), high increases, consistent with 416 the presence of PAC and a significant value of R PAC . Examining the low frequency amplitude low 417 and high frequency amplitude high over the same 20 s segment ( Figure 9D ), we find that low and 418 high increase together, consistent the presence of AAC and a significant value of R AAC . 419 Repeating this analysis for a seizure recorded from a second patient ( Figure 10A ), we again find 420 significant R PAC , R AAC , and R CFC values during the seizure ( Figure 10A ). Selecting a 20 s segment with 421 large and significant R PAC , R AAC , and R CFC values ( Figure 10B ), and isolating a 1 s interval from this 422 segment ( Figure 10C ), we observe evidence of PAC and AAC. We find that near low = 0, there is an 423 increase in high at two time points (grey bars in Figure 10C ) consistent with the presence of PAC. 424 However, at other times when the phase is near low = 0, we observe no increase in high , consistent 425 with a lack of PAC. We note that the value of low distinguishes these scenarios; when we observe 426 PAC, low is large, whereas when we do not observe PAC, low is small. Hence, the increase in high 427 is related not only to low , but also low , i.e., there is also AAC in these data, consistent with the 428 detection of significant PAC and AAC values. that the average change in MI across all 16 pairs is negligible ( = 0.72) ( Figure 11A ). However, using 442 R CFC , we detect a notable increase in CFC from pre to post ( < 0.001) ( Figure 11B ). To determine 443 which aspects of coupling impact the CFC, we examine R PAC and R AAC ( Figure 11C ). We find that the 444 average R PAC remains nearly constant across the pre and post conditions, similar to the MI = 0.68 . 445 However, the average R AAC increases significantly ( < 0.001). Hence, we conclude that the increase 446 in R CFC from the pre to post condition results specifically from an increase in AAC. 447 We next consider an example of intra-electrode coupling, i.e. for a single electrode we measure 448 the coupling between its low frequency (5-8 Hz) and high frequency (70-110 Hz) component. As 449 both R PAC and MI measure phase-amplitude coupling, we expect a similar change in both measures 450 from the pre to post condition. However, while R PAC decreases, MI increases ( Figure 11D-E) . 451 While a difference in R PAC exists, the magnitude of this difference is small ( Figure 11E ). To 452 test whether R PAC changes across conditions, we implement a natural extension of the proposed 453 framework. To do so we first concatenate the recordings for a given electrode from the pre condition 454 pre and post condition post to create a new signal * :
From * , we obtain the corresponding high frequency signal * high and low frequency signal * low , 456 and subsequently the high frequency amplitude * high , low frequency phase * low , and low frequency 457 amplitude * low . We then use these data to generate a new model: Fitting this new model to the rodent in vivo data, we then perform a 2 test to compare Model 464 2 and Model 11 with 10 degrees of freedom, corresponding to new indicator terms. We obtain 465 ≈ 0, and therefore reject the null hypothesis that = 0 for all ; we conclude that the condition 466 pre or post -impacts the PAC. Investigating each value in the indicator vector, we find < 0 for 467 all ( < 0.001). We therefore conclude that, when in the post condition, there is a decrease in PAC. 468 This analysis supports our initial conclusion based on visual inspection of R PAC (Figure 11E ). We 469 note that this change is not consistent with the MI result ( Figure 11D) The proposed method can easily be extended by inclusion of additional predictors in the GLM. 534 Polynomial low predictors, rather than the current linear low predictors, may better capture the re-535 lationship between low and high . One could also include different types of covariates, for example step in addressing these uncertainties is the application of appropriate data analysis tools. Here we 546 provide a new tool to measure coupling between different brain rhythms: the method utilizes a 547 statistical modeling framework that is flexible and captures subtle differences in cross-frequency 548 coupling. We hope that this method will better enable practicing neuroscientists to measure and 549 relate brain rhythms, and ultimately better understand brain function and interactions. 
